ABSTRACT. The fundamental homomorphism theorem for rings is not generally applicable in hemiring theory. In this paper, we show that for the class of N-homomorphism of hemirings the fundamental theorem is valid. In addition,
It is well known that the analogue to the fundamental homomorphism theorem is not necessarily true in general hemiring theory. However, in [I] Allen defined a class of maximal homomorphisms of hemirings for which the exact analogue could be proven. In this article we extend his class to the class of N-homomorphisms for which the homomorphism theorem holds, and examine some properties of N-homomorphisms. Also, in [2] LaTorre defines the concepts of a hemiring being of type (H) or type (K). He gives results establishing certain classes of hemirings as being all of type (H), but states that no general statement can be made concerning the occurance of hemiring of type (K). In section 4 we use the concept of an N-homomorphism together with the idea of a semisubtractive hemiring [4] n preserves k-ideals which makes S a hemiring
